1. RÍOS DE CHILE GRAN RESERVA SYRAH 2009
VINTAGES 365239 | 750 mL bottle 21.95
Made in: Cachapoal Valley, Chile
By: Casas Del Toqui
Wine, Red Wine
Style: Full-bodied and Smooth
Varietal: Shiraz/Syrah
Thai Salad - chef dressing

Tasting Note
Opens with sensational aromas that span plum,
berry and chocolate. Feels compact yet juicy, with a lot of depth and purity. Wild berry, mint
and bacon-like flavors work the palate, while the finish is defined by tannins, woody spice
and natural body. A smooth bruiser to enjoy with venison or steak. Score - 91. (Michael
Schachner, Wine Enthusiast, June 2012) - wonderfully aromatic and layered with fruit, spice
and earthen flavors. Vanilla spice and smoke on the finish.

2. REICHSGRAF VON KESSELSTATT
KASELER NIES'CHEN RIESLING
KABINETT 2006
VINTAGES 940809 | 750 mL bottle 19.95
Made in: Mosel, Germany
By: Reichsgraf Von Kesslerstatt

Style: Aromatic & Flavourful
Varietal: Riesling

honey glazed oyster with seasonal greens

Tasting Note
The Kaseler Nies'chen Kabinett has chipped stone and allspice aromas typical of the blue slate
soil here. In the mouth, the wine is more like a Spätlese than a Kabinett with a fair degree of
sweetness, but good firmness and stoniness and incipient white peach fruit. Drink now or let it
age 5+ years. Score - 91. (Claude Kolm, The Fine Wine Review, Issue 120, 2008)

3. CANTINE FERRI OBLIVIO NERO DI TROIA 2008
VINTAGES 380600 | 750 mL bottle 19.95
Made in: Puglia, Italy
By: Cantine Ferri Srl
Wine, Red Wine full body and smooth
Description
The 2011 Gambaro Rosso awarded this wine a rating
of 2 Glasses (out of 3), denoting a Very Good to
Excellent wine.

lamb au jus with starch and vegetables

Tasting Note
This wine has not only a great comic-book super-villain name, but also plenty of character in its
own right. Lifted floral, cherry and strawberry notes float above plum, leather, herbs,
tobacco, anise and spice to create an engaging nose. The palate is just as complex and absorbing.
(VINTAGES panel, Jan. 2014)

4. CHÂTEAU LA CÔTE DE TIRÉ PE 2009
VINTAGES 191247 | 750 mL bottle 21.95
Made in: Bordeaux, France
By: Duclot
Wine, Red Wine
Style: Full-bodied & Firm
Varietal: Merlot

Tiramisu

Tasting Note
Chocolate cake, graphite, currants, vanilla bean, leather and a touch of tar on the complex and
layered nose. Deep dark fruits supported by ripe approachable tannins. Beautiful structure and
balance. This will impress mightily when paired with a grilled leg of lamb. (VINTAGES panel,
July 2013)
Cabernet Franc – Merlot is red wine blend with origins in Bordeaux’s Right Bank. Both grape
varieties are members of the classic Bordeaux blend and have many complementary features.
Merlot, which is usually used in higher proportions, provides most of the fruit characteristics
of the blend – mulberries are flavor descriptors often used to identify these wines. Cabernet
Franc adds more perfumed fragrances, with a herbal accent. Used in higher proportions, it may
also add some tobacco leaf and green bell-pepper characteristics.

